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Social platforms open important doors to visibility for transgender people, through which they can pursue
key goals such as broader recognition and normalization. However, each door is also potentially a trap,
ﬁlled with risks and consequences — especially for those whose goals require visibility. Via a grounded
theory interview study with 17 transfeminine content creators on TikTok, I ﬁnd that, in an algorithmically
mediated environment such as TikTok, users navigate potential doors to visibility and their associated
traps via folk theorization. Moreover, I ﬁnd that transfeminine creators employ multiple complex and
overlapping folk theories, with actionable theories guiding the careful navigation of doors to visibility, and
demotivational theories alerting creators to traps that are too risky to spring. I introduce ﬁve novel folk
theories of TikTok spanning both the For You Page and content moderation systems which creators use to
guide their decision making, and discuss how two cross-cuting issues, perceived algorithmic paternalism
and decontextualization, illustrate major issues for transfeminine creators and opportunities for more
supportive design.1
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1 INTRODUCTION
She knew she was going to be harassed if she kept posting. More and more hateful comments
were piling up on her videos as she gained followers and reached new audiences; more and more
transphobic ones, too. She tried turning on comment filters, but that was never effective—it seemed
like the system missed the transphobes and marked the people who needed help as hateful. She
considered not posting anymore—after all, it wasn’t her job. Yet still, she thought, how much would
it have improved her life to see someone like her when she was young, and to ask them questions?
To see a transgender woman, not just surviving and embracing societal stereotypes of femininity,
but thriving and succeeding in her own distinctly-nerdy niche of femme identity? To see that, if she
came out as transfeminine2, there was still a good future for her? It would have meant the world.
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2 In this paper, I will use the term “transfeminine” to refer to individuals who were assigned a male gender identity at
birth, but currently identify with or hold gender identities that our larger society considers feminine. This group
specifically includes transgender women and transfeminine nonbinary individuals, all of whom are primarily affected by
transmisogyny [38, 46, 47]. Throughout the paper, the terms “transfemmes” and “transfeminine individuals/creators”
can be read as synonyms.
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In the vignette above, a transfeminine content creator on TikTok faces a common yet
challenging strategic decision: pursue visibility to achieve her goal of helping other
transfemmes, or play it safe and avoid the risk of harassment and abuse. Gossett et al. and
Pinter et al. have theorized that while visibility is, on many fronts, a primary path forward for
trans people, a door to progress, it is also always a potentially-harmful trap in that the
acceptable bounds of visibility are limited, and any visibility brings new risks [28, 41].
For transfeminine people, all visibility is likely to be a trap. Transfemmes are uniquely
impacted by transmisogyny, the intersection of transphobia and misogyny that leads to the
devaluing, oversexualization, and cultural hatred of trans women and transfeminine nonbinary
people [46]. As such, transfeminine people pursuing visibility online are likely to be targeted by
the increased misogynistic harassment and inequitable rule enforcement experienced by women
[5, 18, 20, 39], the targeted, transphobic harassment and exclusion experienced by transgender
people broadly [44], and the additional, unique oppressions that come from existing at the
intersection of these two categories [38]. Within an environment where harassment is almost a
given, transfeminine creators must make strategic decisions about which doors to visibility they
open, assessing the risk of springing the related traps against the fact that visibility is necessary
to pursue their goals. Moreover, in the context of TikTok (and most algorithmically-based social
platforms), transfeminine creators must make these decisions in an opaque algorithmic
environment [14, 15, 26, 33].
Past work on user understandings of opaque, algorithmically-driven social platforms
suggests that the likely mechanism behind this decision making is folk theorization, or the
formation of informal, socially-constructed, affect-influenced conceptions of how a platform
works [13, 14, 15, 22, 23]. Indeed, there is already evidence that folk theorization is in play on
TikTok more broadly, and impacts how users attempt to shape their primary content feed, the
For You Page (FYP) [33]. Past work has also established that TikTok users theorize with identity
in mind [33, 48]— the very thing that transmisogyny seeks to invalidate for transfemmes [46].
In this paper, I will build on Gossett et al. and Pinter et al. to argue that visibility on TikTok,
while crucial for the pro-social, educational, and community-building goals of transfemme
creators, is also always a trap due to design and policy decisions which heighten the risk of
harassment, transmisogyny, and perceived suppression. Based on a grounded theory interview
study with 17 transfeminine TikTok creators, all of whom actively experience harm due to their
visibility, I extend the trap of visibility lens to the space of algorithmically-driven social
platforms and visibility mechanisms. Using this lens, I will argue that transfeminine content
creators rely on multiple, overlapping folk theories of the platform and its components to assess
the risks and benefits of the platform’s multiple offers of visibility in order to keep themselves
safe while still accomplishing their goals. I also extend the current understanding of folk
theorization in social computing to include actionable folk theories, which enable creators to
adapt platform issues and still achieve their goals, and demotivational folk theories, which
leave creators with no clear path forward and erode positive perceptions of platform spirit.
Finally, I identify five novel folk theories which participants employed in navigating algorithmic
traps of visibility: the algorithmic community theory, the expanding stages theory, the
algorithmic paternalism theory, the identity flattening theory, and the cultural context
theory.
2 BACKGROUND
Visibility is a complex subject for transgender people and, as Gossett et al. argue, always both
a door to potential progress and a trap waiting to be sprung. Gossett et al. detail how increased
visibility of transgender identity is held out as “the primary path by which trans people might
have access to livable lives,” as it potentially paves the way for increased recognition,
understanding, and acceptance from cisgender society, and the resources this understanding
To appear in Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction and at CSCW 2022.
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brings [28]. Additionally, there is also evidence that being open about one’s identity has longterm health benefits for the individual [53]. However, visibility is also potentially harmful, as
increased visibility can lead to increased stigmatization, harassment, and harm, even from
within the LGBTQ+ community [44, 52]. Moreover, the positives of visibility are not equally
distributed, as they are only applicable to those that are within a publicly “acceptable” range of
transgender identity in terms of appearance, behavior, economic status, and race [28].
Gossett et al. propose that the complex relationship between visibility and transgender
identity can be captured via the lens of the trap of visibility, which focuses on doors to visibility,
the unexpected and harmful traps which lie behind each door, and the trapdoors trans people
employ to find alternative forms of visibility. While Gossett et al. focus on the trap of visibility
as a way to analyze visual media and culture at a societal level, Pinter et al. have extended this
lens into social computing as a way to analyze the individual coming out experiences of
transgender people in the context of groups on algorithmically driven social platforms.
Importantly, they argue that, when making decisions about how to behave online, trans people
carefully evaluate both doors and their associated traps [41]. Here, I build on both versions of
the lens in order to apply it to the public and algorithmically-mediated context of content
creation on platforms like TikTok.
Doors, in the Gossett et al. sense, are moments when trans people are offered specific
opportunities for visibility and the potential positives which come along with it, having
previously been excluded from visibility [28]. In the context of creators making decisions on
social platforms, these offers of visibility are instantiated into affordances and feature sets. For
Pinter et al., doors are “the exterior representation of a community” in which an individual
might decide to make their trans identity visible. In the current context, these are perceptions of
what a platform has on offer, likely gleaned through a combination of observing platform
behavior and discussing the platform with others [13]. As such, I define algorithmic doors as
algorithmically-driven platform affordances and features which are perceived to offer increased
content and individual visibility of marginalized identity if used.
Traps, in the Gossett et al. sense, are the societally-informed, externally-imposed bounds on
acceptable trans visibility which exist behind and parameterize each door, acting to ensure that
the door to visibility is only used for the presentation of trans identities that those with societal
power find acceptable and nonthreatening [28]. Traps remind us that doors to visibility are not
magic portals to any kind of visibility — like walking through a physical door, accepting a door
to visibility brings the user to what is on the other side of that specific door, not any door. Doors
to trans visibility lead to opportunities for visibility within a strictly-bounded, identityspecifying box, and using that visibility to communicate identity outside of those bounds often
results in increased stigmatization and lack of support from those offering the door to visibility
[28]. In the current context, these “acceptable bounds” for trans identity are still societally
informed but are instantiated through platform policy and mechanisms. The platform’s content
distribution systems set criteria for which pieces of content get what type of distribution, and
the platform’s content moderation systems and body of policy decisions set criteria for what
types of visibility (and identities) are eligible for continued protection under hate speech and
harassment policies. Platforms define an acceptable algorithmic identity for the trans user and
assign it in place of the user’s actual identity, as Cheney-Lippold describes [9]. Then, the
platform effectively requires trans users to infer what that algorithmically-imposed identity is
and what boundaries it imposes, and stay within those bounds or face consequences. As such, I
define algorithmic traps as system design decisions, policy decisions, and practical enforcement
realities that bound acceptable uses of and reactions to uses of algorithmic doors to visibility along
identity and behavioral lines, limiting the ongoing safety and effectiveness of said doors.
Algorithmic doors are not offers of visibility for any kind of trans identity — they are offers of
visibility for specific trans identities which may or may not actually align with a user’s core
identity or the identity it is their goal to present, and the algorithmic traps associated with each
To appear in Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction and at CSCW 2022.
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door instantiate this bounded standard of acceptable identity into algorithmically-driven
content delivery and moderation decisions at scale. Notably, following Pinter et al., this work
views traps as fluid over time [41], as platforms constantly change in ways that can make it
difficult for users to predict or adapt to their behavior [13, 25].
Trapdoors, in the Gossett et al. sense, are “clever” alternatives to accepting the traps behind
each door, passageways which lead to new, usually unknown options [28]. Gossett et al.
conceptualize these trapdoors broadly, and actively call for the invention of new, novel, and
unexpected trapdoors. Pinter et al. operationalize this concept as the workarounds (and possible
future workarounds) which users employ to avoid or escape from traps [41]. In the current
context, I define algorithmic trapdoors as strategies and tactics which individuals or
communities use to avoid, modify, or counter the unwanted outcomes of allowing one’s content and
identity to be mediated by an algorithmically-driven social platform’s systems.
Ultimately, though they thoroughly recognize visibility as a trap first and foremost, Gossett
et al. argue that doors to visibility can still be very useful — so long as the trans person walking
through that door understands the nature of the trap they are springing, or can find a useful
trapdoor by which they can essentially escape the trap [28]. Pinter et al. found evidence that
there was ample reason for trans users to want to go through potentially-risky doors to
visibility, including increased social support and the ability to help other trans folk in turn [41].
Moreover, they found that by going through these doors, trans users were able to essentially
reinforce and hold these doors open for others, making it easier for other trans people to see the
door, evaluate the traps behind it, and go through it if they so choose [41].
Pinter et al. call for work using the trap of visibility lens in different contexts and with
participants who have experienced direct harms, instead of participants who feared potential
harms (the focus of their study) [41]. Here, I answer that call by focusing on transfeminine
creators, a group in which I found direct harms to be common, deliberately pursuing visibility
on TikTok. In the remainder of this section, I will detail how this new context varies in
important ways from past work, how theorization and sensemaking are likely happening in this
context, and what we already know about TikTok and stigmatized identities.
2.1 Deliberate Visibility, Immediate Risks: Transfeminine Experiences as Context
Queer and trans identities are not monolithic in their composition or the oppressions they
face [44, 52]. The experiences of and oppressions experienced by transfeminine people are at
least partially unique to transfemmes [38, 46, 47], and are tied to misogynistic oppressions
against women [38, 46]. Transfeminine people are uniquely affected by transmisogyny, which
Serano defines as the unique form of oppression that results from being subject to both
misogyny and transphobia [46]. As such, transfemmes can expect to be subject to harassment,
abuse, and stigmatization from at least three sources: 1) the sexism-based problems faced by
women (e.g., uneven enforcement of platform rules [20], extensive harassment [5, 18] with
lasting consequences when the harassment is identity-based [39]); 2) the transphobia-based
problems faced by trans people online (e.g., abuse and stigmatization [44], harms due to
exclusion from design consideration [2]); and 3) the unique oppressions which emerge at the
intersection of the two [38, 46]. Indeed, past work shows us key differences in minority stress
levels and ability to be resilient among different types of trans people [42]. Even in comparison
to other transgender people, transfemmes face more severe economic consequences when they
are open about their identities [45]. Considering that algorithmic traps bound acceptable
visibility along identity lines, the challenges faced by transfemmes require specific
consideration.
It is also important to note that, in social computing, the tradeoffs between the benefits of
trans visibility and the dangers of harassment and stigmatization have mostly been explored in
the content of individual visibility, coming out, and gender transition. General LGBTQ+ work
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exploring this topic has largely focused on ensuring selective visibility of an individual’s
LGBTQ+ identity [6] and preventing context collapse that could lead to stigmatization in a
personal context [6, 16, 19], weighing these risks against social benefits [24]. Notably, transspecific work generally focuses on this personal context as well, documenting the tradeoffs
between the identity development, social support, and health benefits of being visible as trans
on social platforms during key life stages such as coming out and transitioning, and the
potential pitfalls of being visible to the wrong people, or at the wrong times, while reaping these
benefits [30, 31, 41, 44]. Much of this work also focuses on selective disclosure for the
individual, especially in contexts where the participant is not fully, publicly out as transgender.
In this study, my focus is not on the personal context of selective disclosure, but rather on
the context of publicly managing an explicitly-transfemme identity. As I will demonstrate in
section 4.1, the transfemme creators in this study are publicly out and have no desire to conceal
that they are trans, and their mission is often explicitly educational, not primarily personal. This
leaves the common solution to the possibility of transphobic harassment and abuse — avoiding
or extensively segmenting disclosures of trans identity [6, 16, 41, 44, 52] — off the table.
Selective disclosure of trans identity is not the goal for transfemme content creators; rather,
specific audience targeting is. This puts transfemme TikTok content creators in a space closer to
more broadcast-style platforms than traditional social media — a space where harassment and
abuse are the price for becoming visible, particularly for LGBTQ+ individuals and women [51].
2.2 Adaptation and Folk Theories
While the harassment, stigmatization, and abuse situation appears grim for transfeminine
creators, that is not to say that people cannot or do not adapt to and around these problems. In
the personal contexts discussed above, it is common for trans users to use affordance- and
ecosystem-based strategies to ensure selective visibility, as well as non-technical solutions such
as modifying the extent of trans visibility in their content and steganography [6, 16, 41, 44, 52].
While there is little work on trans social platform users outside this personal context, we can
see that women and LGBTQ+ people more broadly also adapt, often via privacy affordances and
the extensive use of moderation tools [51].
In the broader context of algorithmically-driven social platforms and the pursuit of content
visibility, a growing body of work argues that adaptation to and around the algorithmic
components of platforms is driven by folk theorization [13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 43]. Folk theories are
defined by DeVito et al. as “intuitive, informal theories that individuals develop to explain the
outcomes, effects, or consequences of technological systems, which guide reactions to and
behavior towards said systems” [15 p. 3165]. Subsequent work has updated this definition to
characterize folk theories as socially-influenced and malleable [14]. It has also moved the focus
of study from folk theories of a single algorithm (e.g., the TikTok FYP) to algorithmic platforms
as a whole (e.g., the FYP as well as the content moderation, advertising, and reporting systems),
recognizing that folk theories have both mechanistic and affective components [13] when
talking about adaptation specifically.
Folk theorization of algorithmic platforms is a constant loop in which users forage for
information both via observation and testing on the platform itself and social sources, and use
this information for sensemaking, which updates one’s folk theory, which in turn guides one’s
behavior, generating new information to take into account in future folk theorizing [14]. This
process takes place within and is impacted by both the individual goals of the theorizer [14] and
by the theorizer’s sense of the platform’s spirit — “the user’s perception of what a platform is
and what it is for, as determined by the user’s understanding of the platform’s stated mission,
its values and actions in practice over time, and the functionality which it allows as juxtaposed
with the user’s understanding of the platform’s purpose” [13]. The user’s perception of the
platform’s spirit is a major factor in determining if the user will put in the effort to adapt to an
To appear in Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction and at CSCW 2022.
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algorithmic system, with positive perceptions of platform spirit generally prompting the user to
continue to try to adapt, and negative perceptions of platform spirit motivating decisions to
reduce or stop use of a system [13].
The complexity and utility of these theories varies. Early work on folk theorization suggested
that baseline algorithmic awareness was low, and that user folk theories were mostly abstract,
focused on what a system does and why, not how [22, 23, 43] — what I have previously referred
to as functional folk theorization [13]. Subsequent work has found increasing amounts of
algorithmic awareness and complex folk theorization that addresses the mechanisms behind the
platform [11, 14, 15, 36] — what I refer to as as structural folk theorization [13]. I have advocated
for finding ways to help users move from functional to structural folk theorization, arguing that
the knowledge of mechanism sets users up to productively experiment and adapt while
maintaining their own autonomy and achieving their goals — though I have also specifically
noted that there is no such thing as a “bad” or “good” folk theory, only theories that help one
achieve their goals and theories that do not [13].
2.3 TikTok & Algorithmic Representational Harm
Regardless of the overall prevalence of folk theorization, recent work on TikTok specifically
suggests that not just folk theorization, but relatively complex, structural-level folk theorization
is common among users of the platform [33]. Multiple studies of what Klug et al. call
“produsers,” or average users of the platform who consume content and make some as well,
have found that there is an unusually high amount of algorithmic awareness on TikTok [33, 37,
48]. Karizat et al. found that TikTok users are not only aware of the algorithmic nature of the
platform, but are actively folk theorizing about content delivery via the FYP [33].
Both Karizat et al. and Simpson & Semaan found that theorization in this context was heavily
tied to identity, with Simpson & Semaan finding that users felt the platform was sorting people
into “algorithmic identity categories” [48]. Karizat et al. encapsulated this in what they call the
identity strainer folk theory, with “users believing that their social feeds are the result of an
algorithm recognizing, classifying, sorting, and suppressing social identities based on its
conception of which social identities are (or are not) ‘valuable’ and ‘wanted,’ or which ones (do
not) deserve visibility” [33]. They assert that this is a form of algorithmic representational harm,
or harms users face from being effectively erased by the algorithm due to a lack of algorithmic
privilege [33]. Moreover, Simpson and Semaan specifically point to LGBTQ+ users as being
affected by this kind of erasure and exclusion, even among different identities within the
LGBTQ+ umbrella [48].
Considering the likelihood of folk theorization in this context, juxtaposed with the trap of
visibility that transfeminine creators face, in this paper I ask:
• How do transfeminine content creators on TikTok with visibility-requiring
goals navigate the trap of visibility?
• What folk theories and folk theorization do transfeminine content creators
have of TikTok, and how does this impact their strategic decision making
around visibility?
3 METHODS
To investigate these questions, I conducted an interview study with 17 transfeminine TikTok
creators, using a constructivist grounded theory approach [7, 8]. I approached this work as a
complete-member-researcher who is fully embedded in the context under study and immersed
in the same phenomena as the participants [1], allowing increased trust, openness, and access
during the research process while also providing a deep contextual basis for analysis [1, 21].
This study was approved by my institution’s Institutional Review Board.
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3.1 Participants
As past work has documented, many varied users of TikTok face situations where they feel
their identity is underrepresented on the platform [33, 48]. Here, I choose to focus on
transfeminine creators specifically. When doing folk theory work and eliciting latent
knowledge, it is often useful to focus on a group with heightened concerns for both ease of
elicitation and the ability to capture both mainstream and particularly challenging outlier
experiences [13]. Transfeminine people are an excellent example of one of these heightened
groups in the context of theorization about social platforms, and especially platform moderation
systems, due to the factors discussed in section 2.1. As such, transfemmes are in an ideal
position to, through sharing their informal theorization and lived experiences on a platform,
help generate close-to-the-ground desubjugated knowledge [50] on this topic.
In a similar vein, I chose to focus exclusively on people who primarily identify as content
creators. Past work has covered mixed-use groups on TikTok (e.g., [33, 37, 48]), and by focusing
on creators, I can more thoroughly investigate the problems faced during content creation
specifically, with a group of participants who are more likely to be aware of these issues due to
their own use goals.
3.1.1 Recruiting

Recruiting took place via TikTok itself. I posted a recruiting video3 with study details and a
request to share and engage with the video to my own TikTok page in early February 2021,
after two months of posting trans and transfemme-specific content to my account and engaging
with other transfemme creators. At the time, I had 3,208 followers. The video was shared 729
times and was viewed by over 20,100 TikTok users, 72% of whom saw it on the FYP, suggesting
they were from outside my immediate network. To broaden distribution, I added the hashtags
#transtok, #algorithm, #algorithmtiktok, #trans, #transfemme, #girlslikeus, #lgbt, #mtf,
#transgirl, and #research to the post. Interested viewers were directed to direct message me, so
long as they fit the eligibility criteria: transfeminine, 18 or older, a content creator, and over
1,000 followers to ensure that the participant was actively creating content and pursuing a
following4.
3.1.2 Demographics

To preserve participant privacy, I do not report on individual identities or demographics. My
participants ranged in age from 19 to 52 years old (M=29). All participants were content creators
posting to TikTok, with followings ranging from 1,431 to 40,500 followers at the time of initial
interview (median=8656 followers) and content that had drawn from 10,600 to 1,100,000 likes at
the time of initial interview (median=157,200 likes). A range of genders under the transfeminine
umbrella are represented, including creators who are binary trans women, transfeminine
nonbinary, nonbinary trans women, and transfeminine. Similarly, a range of sexual and/or
romantic orientations is represented, including lesbian, bisexual, pansexual, queer, “enby for
enby,”5 and androsexual6. All participants were out about their gender and sexuality, especially
in an online context. Participants variously use she/her, she/they, and they/them pronouns;
participants who use multiple pronouns will be referred to using both pronouns in the rest of
this paper.

https://vm.tiktok.com/TTPd9mYxLb/
1,000 followers is a key milestone on TikTok, as it unlocks the ability to go live. Additionally, the primary creator
organization for TikTok, The Online Creators Association, has established this as the threshold for being an official
creator and admission to the association.
5 An orientation in which a nonbinary person is primarily attracted to other nonbinary people.
6 An orientation in which a person is primarily attracted to those who present in a masculine way.
3
4
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In terms of racial identity, participants were majority white; however, the sample also
includes Arab, Desi, and Black transfemme creators. Additionally, this sample includes
neurodivergent individuals (both ADHD and Autistic neurodivergence) and Jewish individuals
who must respectively contend with ableism and antisemitism in addition to transmisogyny.
Participant occupations, outside of content creation, include undergraduate student, graduate
student, service worker, educator, medical professional, graphic designer, technical support
personnel, and software engineer. Participants represent a variety of educational and economic
backgrounds, ranging from high school diplomas to advanced degrees and self-described
“economically disadvantaged” to middle class, respectively. Only two participants had
educational backgrounds that provided formal knowledge of algorithms, and their responses
were, while more detailed in their speculation, in line with participants without this training.
All participants were located either in the United States or the United Kingdom.
3.2 Interviews
Initial interviews took place throughout February 2021 and were conducted via Zoom, video
and audio recorded, and auto-transcribed by Zoom’s transcription service. The interview period
started with the informed consent process. Initial interviews ranged from 70 to 115 minutes
(M=87 minutes, SD=13 minutes).
I took a semi-structured approach to questioning, covering topic areas including: identity,
self-presentation, and history; content creation goals, style, tactics, and problems; attitudes and
history regarding TikTok; and folk theorization. The folk theorization component of the
interviews included a whiteboard drawing exercise via Google Jamboard in which participants
were asked to make an image of how TikTok distributes their content, as visual exercises are a
key method for eliciting folk theorization information [13, 14]. My interview topic guide and
detailed instructions for the drawing exercise are included in this paper’s supplemental
materials. I used the image as a starting point for the folk theorization portion of the interview,
stepping through the image with the participant and probing on folk theories, sources of folk
theory information, change over time, adaptation, and the impacts of adaptation. Throughout
the interview period, I adjusted and updated my questions as part of my initial theoretical
sampling [7, 8].
After preliminary analysis, I conducted follow-up interviews with nine participants in order
to further my theoretical sampling and develop emerging theoretical categories [7, 8]. Follow-up
interviews took place in mid-March 2021 and ranged from 27 to 71 minutes (M=51 minutes,
SD=17 minutes).
3.3 Analysis
I took a constructivist grounded theory approach in this study [7, 8], engaging in open
coding and memoing throughout data collection to assist in theoretical sampling. This was
followed by an analysis period that included additional memoing and open coding, followed by
a focused coding round, and then a theoretical coding round in which I related codes to each
other and to applicable existing theory. I used MAXQDA as my analysis platform.
3.3.1 Positionality

Positionality necessarily informs analysis; as such, my position as sole investigator and
author is both a key benefit and an important limitation to this study. I am a complete-memberresearcher for this population [1], in that I am transfeminine, and an active content creator on
TikTok who, as of the time of writing, has 10,216 followers and 231,012 likes on my content. I
have personally experienced many of the issues described by participants, including extensive
transphobic and transmisogynistic harassment on TikTok, ranging from deliberate
misgendering to repeated, graphically-detailed death threats. Via lived experience and
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community participation, this gives me useful insight into the transfeminine experience, the
experience of being a TikTok creator, and the specific experience of being a transfeminine
creator on TikTok. At the same time, it is important to consider that I am white, which limits
my ability to understand and interpret the experiences of participants of color, and I am a
binary trans woman, which may limit my ability to understand and interpret the experiences of
nonbinary participants.
4 FINDINGS
The transfeminine TikTok creators in this study appear to be navigating the algorithmic trap
of visibility using folk theories of the platform and their overall perception of platform spirit as
the crucial evaluative mechanism noted by Pinter et al. [41]. Moreover, participants appear to be
using relatively complex and multi-faceted folk theorization, displaying the kind of overlapping
and malleable theories described by DeVito et al. [14]. That is to say, all participants displayed
multiple coexisting folk theories of both the platform as a whole and specific parts of the
platform (e.g., the FYP and the content reporting system).
At a high level, all participants displayed evidence of having two established folk theories.
First, all participants displayed the functional folk theory that engagement largely equals
distribution; though none of the papers name it as such, this is largely the same base-level
functional theory that undergirds user understandings as described in past user perception work
on TikTok (e.g., [33, 37, 48]). Second, all participants also displayed evidence that they subscribe
to forms of Karizat et al.’s identity strainer folk theory, believing that TikTok is in some way
basing algorithmic distribution over judgements of which identities do or do not deserve
visibility. In this case, the value judgements the theory implies tend to be more specifically
transphobic than those described in [33]. For example, P2, P5, P11, P15 and P13 all suggested
that TikTok was surprised by uptake from the trans community, and is now reducing trans
visibility in an attempt to avoid becoming a trans (or even queer) platform, as the platform does
not see value in being a soapbox or activist platform. Participants also felt there was a
specifically-transmisogynistic element to this identity strainer, noting repeatedly how looking
more traditionally feminine and more traditionally binary female seemed to be more valued
than less traditionally feminine and binary appearances (P3, P5, P14, P15, P16, P17, P13).
Additionally, both P5 and P15 noted that they also see these value judgements intersecting with
value judgements about race, to the extent that P5 regularly notices better distribution when she
is outside, well-lit to the extent of looking somewhat white, and dressed in a more traditionally
feminine way. Similarly, P15 has noticed that her videos are especially hard to distribute when
they focus on Blackness, especially in a political sense, to the extent that they feel like they may
receive less harassment than white transfemmes due to lack of visibility alone.
In all cases, participants did appear to be affected by the kind of algorithmic representational
harm described by Karizat et al. [33], and its close cousin, the algorithmic exclusion described
by Simpson and Semaan [48]. As Pinter et al. have written, it is this very lack of visibility that
certain trans users of social platforms actively attempt to combat by taking advantage of doors
to visibility, despite the fact that these doors are trapped, in order to expand and reinforce the
door for others of their identity [41]. As I will describe in section 4.1, the transfeminine creators
in this study all had clear motivations for pursuing visibility, actively fighting the algorithmic
representational harm and exclusion that they all believed was happening on the platform. They
were also aware that they were facing an algorithmic version of trap of visibility [28], and that
any door to visibility they stepped through would likely expose them to new risks via
algorithmic visibility mechanisms.
In the remainder of this section, I will show how transfeminine creators used multiple,
overlapping folk theories of TikTok to navigate the algorithmic trap of visibility and expand
visibility for the transfemme, and broader trans, communities. Moreover, I will argue that
To appear in Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction and at CSCW 2022.
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actionable folk theories help creators evaluate doors and navigate traps in service of
adaptation, while demotivational folk theories steer creators away from platform tools while
eroding positive perceptions of platform spirit.
4.1 Promising Doors: Positive Perceptions of Platform Spirit
Algorithmic doors to visibility can be evaluated at both the high level of the whole platform
and the low level of specific mechanisms and options within the platform. The existence of the
TikTok platform itself can be viewed as one big offer of visibility and evaluated as such, while
the practical options for pursuing visibility on the platform can be viewed as individual offers of
visibility which can be separately evaluated. In this section, I will discuss how creators approach
and evaluate the door to visibility offered by the entire platform; doors to specific paths to
visibility will be covered in sections 4.2 and 4.3.
In the context of online platforms, the transfeminine creators in this study appear to employ
their perception of a platform’s spirit as a tool to assess TikTok’s high-level, overall offer of
visibility and the associated traps. As I have noted in prior work, spirit has multiple
components, the most important in this case being overall history with the platform and
task/technology fit [13]. My findings suggest that TikTok is initially perceived as having
positive platform spirit due to unusually on-point task/technology fit and the creation of
algorithmic community, encouraging creators to step through the door to the entire platform.
4.1.1 Unusually Snug Task/Technology Fit

Across all my interviews, participants consistently discussed how well the basic creator tools
and overall environment of TikTok allowed them to pursue their goals as creators, suggesting
that TikTok has excellent task/technology fit. The task, in a folk theory context, is mapped to
the overall goals participants had when posting to (and theorizing about) TikTok [13]. Here,
that goal was largely to help. While some participants did mention seeking validation of their
identity via the platform, all participants had some sort of primary educational or social mission
which motivated their posting. Most participants wanted to help other trans people, especially
those still discovering their identity, and knew that getting onto the FYP would be a key
component of achieving that goal, as P2 notes:
I want my videos to land on the FYP of a trans person who's struggling with coming
out. I want my videos to land on the FYP if someone who is struggling with accepting
their own reality and accepting who they are and loving themselves. I want my videos
to help people.
Participants saw visibility on TikTok as a way to augment or correct what they saw as
incorrect or limited depictions of trans people, and especially transfemmes, in existing media
and online spaces. For P3, that means simply showing that a trans existence can be a happy one:
I didn't think that being trans and being happy could go hand in hand before coming
out and before starting this transition journey, because I had never seen a happy trans
woman. I had seen TV where trans women are miserable or murdered usually, and that
sucks… I just was so miserable living as a boy, that I was like, “fuck it, I'll take all of the
negative to not have to do this anymore,” and the fact that there was positives kind of
blew me away. I wanted other people to be able to see that.
Other participants felt similarly, targeting their efforts towards showing the possible
diversity of transfemme experiences in a media environment that only shows a limited set of
trans identities. For example, P11 had not encountered portrayals of trans people of faith and
wanted to provide that visibility for other trans people. P4 noted the importance of showing
that trans women could continue to enjoy and participate in sports. P17 drew contrasts to the
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fashion-centric nature of much trans content, expressing her desire to show that trans women
are not always “cutsie, or beautiful, or wear dresses all the time… there's a lot of us who are just
human beings that happen to be women and happen to be trans women, and we do things like
geek out about math or play [video games].” P14 went further, asserting the importance of
taking the pressure off trans presentation:
I like to assure people that it’s okay to be kind of janky, and just kind of a mess of a
trans person. You don’t have to be perfect about it — it’s still okay
Other participants saw gaining visibility for a broad swath of approaches to being trans not
just as a problem of identity, but also potentially medical pressure, such as P16:
That's one of the reasons I’m really glad I’m getting a bit bigger with my account… my
coming out was not linear… it was a weird circle thing which spiraled and didn't make
any sense. And I want other people to know that even if they're in a similar situation to
me that it's okay to take your time with your transition.
In addition to showing the potential diversity of transfeminine identity, participants also saw
visibility as important to directly aiding other trans people. A number of participants explicitly
saw visibility as a way to generate material aid. For example, P2 joined the creator fund and
creates content in an attempt to fund a line of attractive lingerie and sex toys for trans men,
trans women, and nonbinary people. P15 uses proceeds from the music she sells via her TikTok
presence to fund less well-off people who are transitioning. P8 uses her account to directly
fundraise for other trans people, and also to create safe spaces for other trans people.
In addition to helping increase trans visibility and render aid to trans people, some
participants saw themselves as taking on a broader mission of educating cis people as well, such
as P10:
I'm hoping to reach that one person that needs to hear what I'm saying. And if that
helps somebody, even if it's just one kid, one parent, one adult that's in love with a
trans person or a nonbinary person or somebody that's questioning, I did a good thing.
To fulfill any of these types of goals, creators need a low barrier to entry and the genuine
potential for wide visibility, both of which TikTok delivers, aided by the algorithmically-formed
communities discussed above. For some transfemme creators, this sense of community helped
enable them to create their own content, as was the case for P1, who had wanted to create
online video content for some time, but was anxious and did not know where to start:
The fact that I saw other people doing it, and then I was inspired to do it… It just made
it easy enough for me to be able to join in on doing all of these things, and so I started
making videos, and it was never too difficult… I didn't have to go along with the trends,
I didn't have to do whatever else was doing, I could just do my own thing and people
would appreciate that.
The low barrier to content creation was tied to another uniquely low barrier that made
TikTok appealing: a low barrier to potentially going viral, as P4 noted:
TikTok has the unique ability to blow up content from people who don't have a
following, which most other sites don’t. It’s really hard to go viral on YouTube if you
don't already have a million subscribers, but you can post on TikTok and get a million
likes on your first video.
This combination of ability to grow a following and low barrier to entry made TikTok the
platform of choice for many participants, and the only viable platform for some, like P3:
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It’s the only platform that I understand well enough to grow a following… my career as
a creator would be over if I lost my TikTok, because I’m just not interested in making
content for other channels.

These creator experiences suggest that excellent task/technology fit motivates positive
perceptions of TikTok’s overall platform spirit, which, in turn, makes users more likely to adapt
to changes and problems on the platform [13].
4.1.2 The Algorithmic Community Folk Theory

Some participants also perceived TikTok as having positive platform spirit due to what I
refer to as the algorithmic community folk theory, where users hold that TikTok’s
algorithmic content distribution systems cluster users in a way that encourages the formation of
communities, as P4 expresses:
I really use TikTok as a connection tool… [compared to other platforms] TikTok is a lot
about connecting to other queer people, being able to both post my own content and
how people interact with it, as well as being able to interact with other people's
content, and I think just based off of kind of how the algorithm groups people together
it's been really nice to kind of find these pockets of community on TikTok, and so I
love the app for being able to kind of drive that interaction between people.
Participants theorize that this algorithmic grouping is identity-based (e.g., transtok,
transfemme tiktok, lesbian tiktok), akin to the algorithmic identity categories described by
Simpson and Semaan [48]. Participants generally saw this community-through-algorithmicclustering as an unintentional feature of TikTok, but one which was very much appreciated.
Participants like P2 noted that some of their best moments on the app were related to
connecting to other transfemme creators by seeing their videos on the FYP. Similarly,
participants such as P3 described positive, validating offline community experiences which
stemmed entirely from other users on the same “side” of TikTok seeing her videos which, even
though they were performing poorly, were delivered to the right people, noting “the only
reason that she saw it is because we were in the same hyper specific niche.”
Importantly, the perceived benefits of the algorithmic community folk theory are not evenly
distributed or easy to access. While P15 found both transfeminine and Black communities on
TikTok, they struggled to find the specific Black transfeminine community they were looking
for:
Going to areas that aren't specifically Black there's a baked in anti blackness… and then
going into specifically Black TikTok and Black TikTok creator’s spaces there's a lot of
anti-queerness and a lot of anti-transness, etc. And it's only the few creators that reach
all those intersections that I feel amazing or better about engaging with their content.
But then their content’s not getting any views, like their content will be similar to
mine… they’ll have 20k, 30k followers, but on a video-to-video basis that comes to me,
it's like “we can't put you in a box and because we can't put you in a box we're just not
going to let people look at your content.”
P15 theorizes that TikTok does form communities for marginalized people, but struggles to
form communities around multiply-marginalized identities. Most of the white creators in this
study had the transfeminine community they were looking for delivered to their For You Page
quickly and consistently. P15 had very little Black transfeminine community delivered to their
For You Page, and works to consistently engage with content from the few creators they’re
connected to who share their identity.
Overall, a sense of community was crucial to many participants (P1, P2, P3, P4, P8, P11, P12,
P14, P15, P16, P17, P13), and the fact that TikTok is perceived as creating community
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emergently appears to create a positive impression of the platform for these participants, with
the associated goodwill and willingness to adapt. However, P15’s experience suggests that those
with multiple marginalized (and especially racialized) identities may hold a heavily tempered
version of the algorithmic community folk theory, where TikTok primarily creates singleidentity communities and requires deliberate labor to go further. For these participants, it is
reasonable to expect that the theory’s resulting influence on positive perceptions of platform
spirit and willingness to adapt would be similarly tempered. For nonwhite trans creators, and
creators with multiple marginalized identities generally, TikTok’s overall offer of visibility may
still look like a viable door. However, the trap behind the door — a system that appears to
understand identity but not multiplicity of identity, and which bounds acceptable presentations
of identity in a way that requires singular identity — is clear in a way it may not be to white
creators and those who hold single marginalized identities.
4.2 Doors With Navigable Traps: The Actionable “Expanding Stages” Folk Theory
Once the decision is made to use the overall door to visibility that is creating on TikTok,
participants appear to use multiple folk theories to evaluate and navigate the more specific
algorithmic doors to visibility the platform offers. The folk theory that proved the most
practically useful for all participants is what I call the expanding stages folk theory, as it
largely envisions TikTok content distribution as going through a series of stages of increasing
exposure, with adequate performance at one stage moving the content to the next, broader stage
(and its larger audience), with some variation on the composition of each stage and the
requirements to advance. As examples, consider the drawing exercises for P1 and P4.
P1’s exercise (Figure 1) shows an iterative version of this theory, where the initial stage
checks video engagement with followers, and especially active followers (which she defines as
people who usually quickly like all her content), and then, based on engagement, is iteratively
presented to larger and more distant groups of people based on similarity to those who engaged
in earlier stages. Lack of performance at a certain stage effectively ends distribution.

Figure 1: P1's drawing exercise showing an iterative, staged, mechanistic folk theory of the TikTok FYP.

P4’s exercise (Figure 2) shows a more linear version of the theory, with ordered pathways. In
this version, lack of engagement with followers restricts the video to the follower feed, with no
additional visibility. Enough engagement, however, moves the video to the FYP of users TikTok
considers likely to follow the creator, who P4 said make up the creator’s “side” of TikTok. From
there, sufficient engagement can move the video to the general FYP. Importantly, P4’s exercise
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also highlights a key element of this theory: the potential for the video to become visible to the
wrong side of TikTok as it moves from the likely followers to the general FYP, as she explains:
Instead of pushing it towards people who are likely to follow you and would engage
and like your content, it pushes towards people who are not likely, they don't like you
— but you show 100,000 people content that they don't like, a large number of them
will probably will still interact with the content to be like “I hate this”

Figure 2: P4's drawing exercise showing a mechanistically-ordered path through different stages of
content distribution on TikTok.

There is a broad recognition among all participants that it is necessary to pursue increased
visibility to accomplish their goals. However, creators also all recognized that doing so would
inherently risk leaving the creator’s own side of TikTok, potentially bringing harassment and
abuse. Participants universally expressed that this generally stemmed from either
transmisogyny specifically, or a more general transphobia, as P3 expresses:
The main goal of my account is, I just want people to see that a trans woman can live a
happy life and exist. And some people see me, a trans woman, being happy and they go
“I want to stop that.”
Even within this environment, transfemme creators continued to seek visibility. This theory
ultimately points the creator towards pursuing not just any initial visibility, but the correct
initial visibility — essentially, the task is to choose the least-harmfully-trapped algorithmic door
to visibility among many. It also points the creator towards chasing engagement to keep
advancing to larger stages — to choose the least-harmfully-trapped door to continued visibility.
The expanding stages folk theory effectively provides a structural framework for creators to
theorize within, swapping the component of the composition of the first stage and the
component of how to pursue further engagement out as they adapt, without having to entirely
reconceptualize the system. In essence, it gives creators options, and a path forward — it is an
actionable folk theory, one which the user can use to evaluate different algorithmic doors to
visibility and try new strategies, enabling transfeminine creators to strategically navigate a
landscape they accept as inherently trapped.
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4.2.1 Hashtags as Doors with Navigable Traps

For creators operating with an expanding stages folk theory, one particularly important
algorithmic door to visibility to evaluate is the hashtags which accompany the initial posting of
a video. Choosing hashtags is non-trivial for most participants, as they recognize it as important
in terms of getting through the first “gate” to wider distribution, as P4 notes:
I think that hashtags are useful to begin to kind of escape that first level of content…
because there does seem to be this thing where there's a threshold to escape the bounds
of a video that doesn't do well, and I find a lot of times that hashtags seem to be pretty
helpful in getting there.
P4, like most participants, realizes that hashtags are particularly crucial to gaining visibility
outside one’s existing following. As they are heavily involved in sports, they often use topical
hashtags (e.g., #skiing, #cycling) to increase the chance of distribution to others who are
interested in those sports. However, P4 sees and has experienced the algorithmic trap behind
this door: wider topical hashtagging appears to be processed by TikTok with the embedded
assumption that people who are interested in a topic will be interested in content on that topic
from creators of any identity, and will behave appropriately when they encounter it. Practically,
this results in a noticeable uptick in transmisogynistic engagement for those that employ topical
hashtags. For some, though, this is a trap worth risking, as P9 explains:
I don't want to keep from tagging [content topics] because I want to bring in people
from those interests, and if other people get brought in too, then I'll deal with that, but
I don't want to let transphobes ruin anything for me.
For P9, who is explicitly trying to make a broader range of transfemme identities visible, it is
worth it to risk transmisogynistic engagement, as broadening her reach via topical hashtagging
increases her visibility to those with different interests that may not generally be assumed to be
common for transfeminine people. Moreover, it heightens the likelihood that transfeminine
people who have not yet been exposed to specifically-trans content or the trans “side” of TikTok
will see the video. She is aware of the consequences of this algorithmic trap — more visibility
will bring more abuse — but proceeds knowingly, prepared for the consequences.
Of course, not all participants used hashtags in this way. In fact, some see the algorithmic
trap attached to topical hashtags as too risky, and use protective, identity-focused hashtags to
help them achieve only the visibility they want, while avoiding the risks of wide distribution, as
P5 explains:
I never let it go broad cuz I don't want to end up on straight TikTok. From the start, I
would tag it with literally every single queer hashtag like queer, bisexual, pansexual,
lesbian, gay, trans, asexual. I would hit them all just so that it would stay within the
community I wanted to hit. Some videos that I forgot to tag with all of those did end up
on straight TikTok and those videos got stressful.
P5 sticks to queer hashtags exclusively, as she is primarily interested in showing other trans
people that transfemmes can have good, fulfilling lives — for her, directly employing topical
hashtagging is too risky considering her goals. Others, such as P3, combined approaches to
create an algorithmic trapdoor, essentially using identity-focused hashtags additively with
topical hashtags to attempt to steer content distribution. P3 enjoys posting videos about
cryptids, but notes that the cryptid hashtags are often full of conspiracy theories and
transphobia, and use of the #cryptid hashtag alone generally attracted transmisogynistic
engagement. As such, she now also uses a slew of queer-specific hashtags alongside #cryptid, to
great effect:
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The conspiracy theory crowd were completely gone from my videos — not
commenting on them, not seeing them. I've just got the kind of interactions I want to
have.

This algorithmic trapdoor, however, comes with its own problems. As P3, along with P4 and
P17, note, queer-specific hashtags could easily be suppressed by TikTok itself. Moreover, as P6
notes, even hashtags used as part of algorithmic trapdoors have an inherent algorithmic trap
attached to them — they are searchable, and therefore targetable for direct harassment:
A lot of my Transphobic and LGBT-phobic comments were only on videos that had
[community] hashtags, so I'm assuming that they search up these hashtags when
they're bored just to pick on people or to go through each video on the list… I had one
video where I had used the hashtag #transphobia… and it had attracted a lot of TERFs7,
which doesn't usually happen, so I'm assuming that they like to peruse that hashtag for
videos.
To deal with this algorithmic trap, P6 turned to less-common and even more specific
hashtags (e.g., #transgirls instead of #trans). While this strategy still has risks, P6 was able to
evaluate the algorithmic doors to visibility offered to her using her folk theory of the FYP,
clearly see the algorithmic traps, and find algorithmic trapdoors which secured initial
distribution while mitigating unacceptably harmful potential outcomes.
4.2.2 Comment Tools as Doors with Questionable Traps

Once distribution is underway, participants widely recognized that the key algorithmic doors
to further visibility via wider distribution all concern engagement, especially comments, duets,
and stitches8, the platform’s three primary mechanisms for direct interaction between individual
accounts. However, they also recognized the key algorithmic trap behind all these mechanisms:
for the platform, all engagement appears to be treated as an indicator of who a video should be
distributed to next, including explicitly transphobic and transmisogynistic engagement.
Hate, essentially, is very engaging from a computational point of view, as P11, a Jewish
transfemme creator, found out during an incident where she posted a video which initially drew
interactions from her regular followers, up to the point of roughly 6,000 video views, pushing
the video to broader and broader audiences:
All of a sudden, I got two or three comments from the more conservative folk, and then
there was a deluge. That video is now at like 80,000 views… It definitely started with a
few comments from more conservative people that got responses from my more leftleaning audience, and then it and then it really blew up over the course of two days.
And then there was a 24 hour period in which it was it was being shown to neo Nazis…
fights started happening in the comments, people would say some shit… That kind of
engagement really seemed to spur the algorithm on.
P11 recognizes that engagement is key to visibility here, but they also recognize the
algorithmic trap of undifferentiated visibility. For a Jewish trans woman’s content, positive
interactions appear to drive content distribution to more supportive queer people — but hateful,

TERFs, or trans exclusionary radical feminists, are activists who oppose equal rights for transgender people, often
enacting this opposition via direct harassment of trans people, disinformation campaigns, and legal challenges based on
assigned sex at birth. While TERFs claim feminist motivations, their actions, goals, and rhetoric are more in line with
right-wing, anti-feminist thought [40].
8 Duets and stitches are two of TikTok’s mechanisms for reposting content. Duets allow new content to be recorded
alongside existing content. Stitches allow a sample of existing content to be included at the beginning of new content.
7
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transmisogynistic, antisemitic comments from transphobes and neo-Nazis drive content
distribution towards other neo-Nazis and transphobes just as well, if not better.
While P11 and most other participants are personally affected by progressively-growing
torrents of algorithmically-delivered hate, they often focused more on the potential negatives of
followers seeing such negative engagement, as P15 notes:
I felt like I had a responsibility to the trans people who follow me, to the queer people
who followed me, so that they didn't have to see content that was directly phobic… I
want people to feel like my page is safe and fun to interact with.
P13 felt similarly, and specifically noted the importance of making sure younger followers
who may be looking for trans role models or exploring their identity were not exposed to
hateful commentary:
I have so many kids that follow me, I don't want that kind of language there for the
kids to see. I don't want them coming on my page, going into my comments, and
seeing hurtful, awful, rude, terrible things in my comments that might make them feel
bad about themselves.
Considering the concern over protecting kids especially, it may seem reasonable to argue
that transfemmes have many options to mitigate this algorithmic trap: turn comments off
entirely, use the comment filtering tools, or report the comments to the platform. The most
obvious strategy is turning off comments– but that is the closing of a door entirely, directly
preventing participants from reaching their educational and community goals by entirely
rejecting the increased visibility that engagement brings. Meanwhile, the filtering and reporting
systems often seem too risky or ineffective to participants, both on practical grounds and in
terms of ability to work with the tool as part of a larger folk theory.
As an example, participants were broadly not fond of the keyword comment filters.
Participants found the system confusing and time-consuming to use or even find, with P2
noting that the hard limit on the number of keywords imposed by the system does not even
leave room for a basic list of manually-entered transphobic slurs. Participants also often found
the filtering system itself to be inconsistent. For example, P3, P16, and P13 each encountered the
system filtering hateful comments for them, but not for their audiences, leaving them concerned
that the system was simply hiding hateful content from them while letting it stay up publicly.
P13 also notes that her own comments seem to be the only comments that are consistently
filtered. Moreover, many participants were worried about even turning this system on due to
the potential for false positives, as P17 noted:
If one of my followers goes like “help me the super straights9 found me” or something
like that, then I won't see it and that scares me more than the idea that I have to go and
delete a comment… [the system] has just as much a chance to filter the abused as it
does the abuser… I just don't want to silence people that do need to have their voices
heard.
For a group of transfemme creators with explicitly educational and community-based goals,
potentially losing the voices of the people they are here to help due to faulty algorithmic
filtering is often an unacceptable form of trap. For many participants, these tools represent
another algorithmic trap: the design decisions behind the tool appear to assume a limited
vocabulary of hate speech which needs to be accounted for, and a use case where comments do
not have the potential to be time-sensitive cries for help from more vulnerable people.
A transphobic hate and trolling group which primarily exists on Reddit and TikTok, posing unwillingness to engage
with transgender romantic and sexual partners as its own sexuality.

9
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As for the option of reporting, I will more extensively cover rejection of this strategy as part
of section 4.3.3. However, it does factor into FYP decision-making within the context of the
expanding stages theory, as there is a perception that the very act of reporting might damage
overall visibility — essentially, that reporting itself can spring an algorithmic trap, as P3 notes:
I do not report anyone on TikTok any longer, because every time I've reported people
my views have dropped off significantly… what I do tend to do is, I have a few friends
that have TikTok and they don't make content, and I've had them report… but like me
personally, with my account, I don't report anyone anymore, because I know that if I
do, I will be suppressed for that.
4.3 Traps Not Worth Springing: Demotivational Folk Theories
In direct contrast to the extensible and adaptable expanding stages folk theory, transfeminine
creators also held a number of folk theories which essentially assert algorithmic traps behind
specific algorithmic doors to visibility or algorithmic doors on the platform generally. I call
these demotivational folk theories, as they do not extensibly guide the user in evaluating
options and strategies, but rather only help the user explain why the platform is behaving in an
unacceptable and intractable way. These theories and the algorithmic traps they assert appear
to erode participants’ positive perception of TikTok’s platform spirit while also motivating users
to avoid the use of related visibility or safety/privacy tools.
4.3.1 The Algorithmic Paternalism Folk Theory

One particularly demotivational folk theory is that the system is actively engaged in a sort of
algorithmic paternalism, where transfeminine creators are recognized as a distinct class of
people that is likely to attract harassment — and is therefore best kept safe by keeping them
separate from the rest of TikTok. Essentially, Tiktok “tries to shelter certain people” (P2) or keep
them in a “safe bubble” (P16), and in doing so takes away their agency to evaluate and make
decisions about their own visibility.

Figure 3: P8's drawing exercise showing an algorithmic paternalism-based folk theory of TikTok.
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We can see a version of this theory in P8’s drawing exercise (Figure 3), where posting (and
especially tagging) transgender content gets creators filed as that identity specifically, which
TikTok then sees as “high risk for receiving hateful feedback,” limiting distribution as a
protective measure. P8 does not appreciate this paternalistic attempt at protecting trans
creators, noting that while this may bring a limited form of protection, it also restricts visibility
and gets in the way of both her purpose for using TikTok in the first place (education) as well as
tactics she uses to further that end via growing a following.
P17 also held this theory, asserting that TikTok is training their systems to avoid conflict,
resulting in this paternalistic suppression. For her, even using trans hashtags on a post seemed
likely to slow distribution and reduce visibility. While P17 extensively discussed her experiences
getting harassed on the platform, she still sees TikTok making this potentially-protective choice
on her behalf as inappropriate:
I can take some hate if it means that I can find some more people who need to hear
what I need to say… some people may need the safe space, and I’m not critiquing them,
but certainly assuming that all of us need to be protected is like… a lot of us have dealt
with this for a lot longer than TikTok has been around… I really don’t need to be
protected from a bunch of 13 year olds on the internet.
For P17 and other participants with this folk theory, the assumption that the platform will
take one’s visibility away for protective reasons points to another perceived algorithmic trap: to
the extent that the platform understands queer and trans identities at all, it understands these
identities as potential points of friction and sources of problematically controversial content. In
turn, the presence of this algorithmic trap marks certain algorithmic doors to visibility, such as
hashtags, and tools for maintaining that visibility safely, such as reporting, as overly risky,
because they may be signals that prompt the system to act paternalistically. Moreover, this
theory erodes positive perceptions of TikTok’s platform spirit, because it essentially asserts that
TikTok has decided that the consequences of abuse and harassment should primarily impact
those targeted. As P8 notes at the end of her map:
I wish [TikTok] would suppress the haters and let me express equally as others do.
4.3.2 The Identity Flattening Folk Theory

Another folk theory held by participants relates to identity flattening — the reduction of
one’s identity down to a limited set of socially acceptable attributes in environments where
other attributes are discouraged or stigmatized in order to be accepted and treated well [52].
Some participants believe that TikTok, essentially, wants users to just be one, easily-categorized
thing — in this case, transfeminine, and only transfeminine. P7, for example, found their healing
and psychology content consistently outperformed by their trans content; P11 saw her
Dungeons & Dragons content underperform compared to trans content; P15 saw her political
content languish without distribution, while her trans content went wide (so long as it was not
focused on the intersection between Blackness and transness).
P13, who has extensive interests in and experience with movies, television, and playwriting,
notes how this creates the impression that being anything other than trans with one’s visibility
will fail:
That seems to be the thing that people want to see, according to the TikTok algorithm
— that seems to be the only thing that does well, is anything related to me being trans.
If I’m not talking about that, it just evaporates into thin air… It sucks, to be quite
honest, it's frustrating… I feel like I am not allowed to go on there and make the joke
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about Riverdale10 having terrible writing, I have to somehow make every joke a trans
punch line because if I don't then no one's going to see the video.

To these transfeminine creators, the identity flattening folk theory represents a clear
algorithmic trap behind the platform’s algorithmic doors to visibility: the platform appears to
programmatically favor content which matches its existing understanding of individual
creators. This particular algorithmic trap is specifically concerning to creators, as it conflicts
with the authenticity of self that most participants value, as P2 explains:
What's important to me is that I can create a safe space, and for you to feel safe around
someone, you have to know things about them. And I don't want people to feel like
they can't be their authentic selves in my comments sections and in my videos.
Some creators are willing to engage in trends that fit their established style (e.g., P1) and
slightly emphasize certain parts of their personality (e.g., P9’s habit of playing up her more
extroverted tendencies). However, the desire to both show and create safety through
authentically presenting themselves makes a significant collapsing of identity anathema to these
participants. In turn, holding the folk theory that the platform would essentially prefer that
collapsed identity has made participants think less positively about TikTok content distribution
overall, damaging participants’ positive perceptions of the platform’s spirit.
4.3.3 The Cultural Context Folk Theory

Finally, some participants held what I call the cultural context folk theory, which holds
that the root cause behind multiple issues creators face on the platform is a basic lack of
understanding of trans culture and language. This appears to be the heart of distrust of the
reporting system, as reporting comments, which seems like an obvious strategy for fighting
harassment and abuse, is avoided by some participants. Participants see a pattern of rejected
reports of obvious transphobia an indicator that the reporting system does not understand
transmisogynistic oppressions well enough to be worth using, as P8 explains:
I can't [report] — it won’t go through. I can report it, but it on what basis? On what
basis is it transphobic? The algorithm doesn’t… even have “tranny” in there as a slur…
there's these little nuances that the algorithm should learn, and this doesn't just apply
to transphobia, it applies to racism, it applies to homophobia, it applies to sexism, it
applies to a lot of things — this algorithm needs to be tweaked to understand the
nuances of oppression.
The cultural context folk theory asserts another algorithmic trap behind most or all
algorithmic doors to visibility on the platform: reactions to transfeminine visibility that
transfeminine creators find distinctly and immediately harmful do not appear to be considered
at all problematic by the platform’s moderation tools and/or policies. This appears to lead to an
increasingly negative perception of the platform’s spirit, even tipping into anger, as P10
demonstrates while directly appealing to TikTok:
Pay attention to what we’re telling you… these are threats, these are direct threats, and
those things, they cause people to kill themselves. They cause other people to kill us.
Shut it down. Believe us when we tell you “yeah, that's a threat.” When we say calling
us “men in dresses” is hate speech, believe us.
Transfeminine creators have no clear information here on how the reporting system works,
other than the perception that it is not even capable of understanding transmisogynistic
10

A teen drama television show popular with many queer Americans.
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content, resulting in a demotivational folk theory which provides no options to explore, only
blame. The demotivational nature of the cultural context folk theory appears to collide with the
increasingly negative perception of platform spirit, prompting some participants to avoid
reporting at all — an outright abandonment of the platform’s core policy enforcement feature.
5 DISCUSSION
For Gossett et al. and Pinter et al., the keys to safely and effectively pursuing trans visibility
are the ability to recognize and assess traps in order to mitigate risk, and the ability to find or
create trapdoors in order to escape traps entirely [28, 41]. In extending this work to the
algorithmically-driven context of transfeminine visibility on social platforms, I have
demonstrated that it is folk theorization that serves as the mechanism for both of these crucial
abilities in algorithmic environments, while also identifying five novel folk theories of TikTok
used for this very purpose. Platforms offer many algorithmic doors to visibility in the form of
affordances and features, and all participants engaged in the process of folk theorization
described in my prior work [13] in order to assess the risk level and associated costs of the
algorithmic traps inherent in accepting any of these offers of visibility. Moreover, participants
appeared to be engaging in the type of adaptation that high-level structural folk theorization
enables [13] in order to find or create algorithmic trapdoors (e.g. the combinatory hashtag
strategies discussed in section 4.2.1 and the adaptation strategies discussed by Karizat et al. and
Simpson and Semaan [33, 48]). In fact, it is fair to say that all participants working from the
expanding stages folk theory were deeply engaged in structural folk theorization, which focuses
on understanding and using the structure of how systems make decisions, not simply what
decisions they make [13]. Structural folk theorization ability, then, can be viewed as a key tool
for marginalized creators as they try to safely and effectively gain visibility in algorithmicallydriven environments — as they attempt to successfully navigate the trap of algorithmic visibility.
In turn, the ability to successfully navigate the trap of algorithmic visibility is a crucial skill
for transfeminine content creators, as it directly supports these creators in achieving their goals
in an algorithmic environment. As explored in section 4.1, these goals largely center around
providing aid to other trans people and improving the visibility of different kinds of trans
identities and lives. In the algorithmic social platform context, this can be read as deliberately
combatting what Andalibi and Garcia call “algorithmic symbolic annihilation,” the “emotional
and representational harm caused by algorithms that perpetuate normative narratives” [4 p. 20].
Structural folk theorizing provides a safe path towards pursuing the visibility which allows
creators to combat the effects of algorithmic symbolic annihilation, potentially preventing other
transfeminine people from feeling erased and invalidated in their identity. This suggests that an
important way to support marginalized creators with educational and community-service goals
is to work towards boosting creator theorization to a structural level via algorithmic literacy
interventions.
This work has also extended my folk theorization model by identifying two new
classifications: actionable and demotivational folk theories. My prior model hinges on the
distinction between structural and functional folk theorization, with structural theorization
asserted as the overall goal for individual users, as it allows extensible, autonomous
sensemaking and adaptation [13]. However, the present study suggests that structurally-based
folk theories may also need to be actionable to both enable and motivate adaptive use of
platform tools. Consider that the algorithmic paternalism folk theory has strong structural
elements, with participants theorizing multiple inputs that could get one marked as part of a
potentially-problematic group — yet the theory serves mostly to discourage any engagement
with the platform’s key reporting and enforcement mechanisms. While structural folk
theorization appears to be the key user-side goal for enabling strategic sensemaking and
adaptation, enabling actionable theories can be seen as a key platform-side goal in service of
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making essential platform features theorizable enough to be positively evaluated and regularly
used. Consider that all the demotivational folk theories found in this study had a strong
component of assumed platform motivations which actively damaged positive perceptions of
platform spirit, e.g., genuine attempts to protect gone terribly wrong in the algorithmic
paternalism folk theory, and lack of care over trans identities in the cultural context folk theory.
These findings suggest that an important way to encourage actionable theories of one’s
platform is to attend to perceptions of platform spirit by proactively explaining and providing
transparency around mechanisms and design motivations, especially when identity is central.
Finally, while past work implies the potential for folk theories to overlap (e.g., [13, 14, 15]),
this study suggests that folk theorization of platforms includes multiple, overlapping folk
theories of both the whole platform and individual algorithmic components of the platform. All
participants were at least theorizing about both the FYP and the content moderation systems,
and all participants held multiple, overlapping folk theories. Moreover, it was only by
examining folk theorization at multiple levels that this study was able to fully take the
complexity of algorithmic systems and user understandings of this complexity into account. In
such systems, there will always be algorithmic doors within algorithmic doors (e.g., the offer of
the platform for a site for visibility as a whole and the offers of individual tools for visibility
embedded within the platform); being attentive to only one level opens up the potential to
misunderstand the situation. In future work, it is important for researchers to consider folk
theorization across a platform environment at multiple levels, and to look for complex folk
theories of platforms in aggregate in addition to folk theories of single systems.
5.1 We Don’t Want This Help: Algorithmic Paternalism
Arguably the most problematic among the demotivational folk theories I found is the
algorithmic paternalism theory, in which what some participants saw as actions with genuinely
positive, protective motivations by the platform were still detrimental to transfeminine
visibility, drawing the ire of creators. While platforms always have structural power over their
users, the core of paternalism towards groups of people is the imposition of requirements or
restrictions by a more powerful entity towards an entire group of people, regardless of
individual variation on the issue that the paternalistic restriction purports to benevolently
“solve” for said group. A benevolent motivation is a key part of this definition — this kind of
imposition on a group for entirely self-serving motives such as monetization is simply
exploitation [29]. While neither I nor my participants can claim direct knowledge of TikTok’s
motivations, participants with the algorithmic paternalism folk theory perceived TikTok’s
motivations as genuinely protective, restricting visibility to reduce the possibility of harassment
stemming from that visibility. However, as P8 pointed out, restricting visibility protectively is
still restricting visibility overall, directly contradicting the entire use case for the platform. By
taking the choice to be visible away from users, for whatever reason, protective or otherwise,
the platform essentially closes key algorithmic doors to visibility, one of the most important
paths to progress for trans people.
It is unlikely that transfemme creators, or likely marginalized users in general, will ever
accept this kind of paternalistic restriction, or even the appearance of such a restriction. On a
perceptual level, my participants made it clear that this algorithmic paternalism is being read
less as a positive desire to protect, and more as the inappropriate placing of blame and the onus
of responsibility for harassment on the harassed, instead of the actual bad actor in the situation.
On a broader level, this kind of paternalistic restriction violates HCI-relevant sets of principles
such as Costanza-Chock’s design justice approach, which privileges community impact over
designer intent and avoids one-size-fits-all solutions [10] (which paternalism always imposes
[29]). Even in the context of ubiquitous technology more generally, where creating calm,
unobtrusive systems is a key goal, Spiekermann and Pallas note that users should always
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ultimately have the last say on key decisions, even if it creates friction [49]. Moreover, this
paternalistic restriction also directly contradicts key transfeminist principles, such as privileging
individual choice over institutional limitation, and the right to have not just one’s gender, but
one’s expression of that gender, respected and unrestricted [38].
Based on these findings, I challenge platforms to actively investigate and interrogate current
systems and future designs, especially those with the intent to protect, to avoid both the
appearance and reality of algorithmic paternalism. These results suggest that even if platform
designers have positive intent, and this positive intent is understood by users, paternalistic
designs will still result in a more negative perception of platform spirit and avoidance of key
protective systems. Practically, this is also important to avoid both based on past work on
negative user reactions [49] and based on modern ethical and especially design principles (e.g.,
[10, 38]), which require far more user autonomy than a paternalistic system can provide.
5.1.1 Paternalistic Visibility or Exploitation Via Visibility?

In addition to the algorithmic paternalism of restriction, there is may be a second form of
algorithmic paternalism in play here: the paternalism of the FYP itself, which effectively uses
engagement data to make visibility decisions on behalf of the user, potentially without adequate
user input. That is not to say there is no user input; as demonstrated in section 4.2, there is
ample input to the system that suggests algorithmic doors to visibility the creator might be
interested in. However, there is no algorithmic counterpart to this deliberate opening of a door,
no way for a user to assert that they are not interested in entering a door to visibility that the
platform opts them into. It is debatable if this is algorithmic paternalism or simply algorithmic
exploitation, as what one person perceives as paternalistic may not feel paternalistic to others
[29]. Participants varied in their perceptions, with some seeing this as an overzealous platform
genuinely trying to provide the most visibility for trans people (a paternalistic motivation), and
others seeing this as the platform maximizing views in order to serve more advertising (an
exploitative motivation). Either way, here, TikTok effectively asks creators to play what may
seem like a simple game of choosing algorithmic doors, but which is in reality a deeply risky
exercise in avoiding algorithmic traps for marginalized creators. TikTok provides ample
opportunity to exercise agency in terms of joining the game, but very little agency around
deciding when and how the creator should exit this game. Transfemme creators are not done
being visible when they say they are — they’re done when the FYP says they are, and that
regularly and directly endangers them.
Every single participant in this study spoke of the need to carefully manage their visibility;
every single participant expressed some version of the fear that content would become too
visible to the wrong people, with no way for them to stop it. Platforms can improve user control
over visibility by providing their own algorithmic trapdoor: a way to stop algorithmic visibility
decision-making, to opt out of the platform’s paternalistic and/or exploitative control over
algorithmic visibility.
Platforms should consider the implementation of an algorithmic emergency brake, a
mechanism which allows the user to remove a piece of content from either algorithmic
distribution overall without losing existing views and engagement and the opportunity for
future visibility (as making a video private or deleting it does now). Moreover, while a blanket
stop would be a useful protective mechanism for creators which preserves their autonomy, to
help preserve the potential for important visibility, platforms could go further and allow the
selective restriction of visibility to only certain doors the creator has opted to open. For
example, in the context of TikTok, one can envision a setting which allows caps on distribution
at key thresholds, such as not leaving the follower feed, or not leaving one’s “side” of TikTok.
5.2 You Just Don’t Understand: Decontextualized Engagement and Judgement
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The other problematic cross-cutting issue this study identified is decontextualization, both
in the form of the cultural context folk theory, and in the comment-centric interactions
described in section 4.2.2. The fact that reporting and content moderation appears to happen
without much accounting for local context creates a situation where the platform may literally
not be able to understand that something is or is not harassment or abuse. Consider that “you’re
a man” is a perfectly normal thing to say to many human beings; saying it to a transfeminine
creator is hate speech — but the system provides no way to contextualize the statement with
key identity information. Similarly, recall that participants reported many instances of comment
interaction from the wrong side of TikTok turning into deluges of hate. Again, there is no way
for the system to know that a particular comment, or other sort of engagement, or even full
video view is an action taken maliciously instead of genuine, positive interaction. Also, recall
the perception that there was undue and uneven enforcement of platform rules, with
transfeminine creators subject to harsh enforcement and baffling content removals. Past work
has established that platforms regularly misunderstand trans content as pornographic [31], and
that patchy enforcement and the entire culture of certain platforms brings undue scrutiny and
ineffective protection to queer women in particular [20]. As such, it seems clear that TikTok
does not, in fact, understand trans identity generally or transfeminine identity in particular (as
many platforms don’t). In turn, this violates key design principles for transgender users such as
support for erotics [31, 32], key design principles for queer users more generally such as selfdetermination [17], and transfeminist and feminist design principles around autonomy and selfknowledge [10, 38].
I recommend that platforms like TikTok implement ways to contextualize both interaction
and reporting, allowing the user to use their own local, situational, and self-knowledge to
inform either an algorithmic system or human moderator of key details — essentially, an
algorithmic trapdoor which lets the user bypass lack of context. In terms of reporting, this could
be as simple as an open text box which allows more specific explanation of why a report is
being filed, or at least an identity-based dropdown which allows users to further contextualize
reporting within categories such as “hate speech,” so that the system or moderator knows to
evaluate for hate speech in the specific context of transfeminine identity. In terms of
engagement, platforms could consider implementing creator-side flags for interaction. For
example, platforms could provide the option for a creator to mark one of their comments as
“corrective,” allowing them to directly respond to and counter transphobic and
transmisogynistic content while signaling the system that this interaction should not be viewed
as evidence that more users like the user being corrected should be shown the video. More
programmatically, platforms could also use existing user actions to construct these flags on the
backend, e.g., cancelling out the algorithmic input from interactions where the creator has
subsequently deleted a comment or blocked the commenter.
5.3 Limitations and Future Work
While this work gives us novel insight into transfeminine creator experiences, folk
theorization, and navigating trans visibility, it also has important limitations to consider when
interpreting the results. While this work gives us novel insight into how transfemme content
creators navigate algorithmic doors and traps, the algorithmic trap of visibility applies to all
trans people [28], and it is unlikely that it is only transfemmes who wish to risk the trap while
explicitly and publicly out. As such, one promising avenue for future work is comparative study
within the trans population, including work on transmasculine creators and creators who
identify outside of any binary conception of gender. Additionally, the trap of algorithmic
visibility also applies to those who are still trying to reach 1,000 followers, the minimum cutoff
for participation in this study. While the cutoff allowed this study to focus on creators with
established theorization and adaptation routines, it is important for future work to examine how
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creators get to this point, how their folk theories differ from those with an established
following, and how we can design systems that help creators navigate the algorithmic traps
involved in initially establishing wide visibility. Moreover, while the current study primarily
focuses on how folk theories are strategically employed, work on newer creators would benefit
from more focus on how the theories are initially formed and what information sources creators
draw from. More broadly, consider that all of the demotivational folk theories discussed here
could easily be reinforced by popular press articles which document TikTok’s previous
mishandling of identity-focused content11. Studying these exogenous information sources could
be especially important in the context of addressing these demotivational folk theories, which
appear to motivate users to avoid key platform features.
Another key limitation is that this study is entirely in the context of transfeminine identity in
the United States and United Kingdom. This focus was necessary for the complete-memberresearcher approach [1] used in this study, as the author is a complete-member-researcher in
the context of English-language transfeminine TikTok creators. However, conceptions of
gender, the nature of what is labeled as “trans,” and the legal and cultural realities of existing as
a visibly trans person vary from country to country and region to region [12, 35]. Combined
with the existence of regional versions of platforms (e.g., Douyin instead of TikTok in China),
this suggests that transfeminine creators outside of the US/UK context may have different
concerns and goals and, therefore, differing folk theories and theorization habits. Future work
that is based in a non-western context is key to fully understanding trans experiences with
visibility in algorithmic environments.
This study also opens up an important question for future folk theories work. This study and
past work (e.g., [33, 37, 48]) have found unusually high-level folk theorization occurring on
TikTok. As I have previously argued, high-level, especially structural-level, folk theorization is a
key to algorithmic literacy and user autonomy [13]. As such, future work that investigates why
TikTok appears to be an unusually theorizable platform could help further those goals.
5.3.1 Race and Racialized Identities

The most important limitation of this study concerns race and racialized identities. While
this study does include creators of color, the sample is majority white and this is reflected in the
results and interpretation. Alcoff argues that the two most fundamental, and therefore two most
practically impactful, aspects of identity are race and gender, as unlike sexuality or economic
class, they are always and immediately visible [3]. As the central focus of this work is
transfeminine identity, visibility, and adaptation in spite of transmisogyny, I have largely
focused on gender here. However, there is good reason to expect that focusing specifically on
the experiences of transfeminine people of color would deepen and further contextualize these
results in important ways. While participants of color in this study had overall similar
experiences to white participants, creators such as P5 and P15 specifically noted race as a factor
in a way that white creators did not. For example, P5 was more attentive to the realities of race
and visual media, commenting on the perceived importance of lighting that makes people of
color look lighter-skinned. Similarly, P15’s interview identified key differences in how she
conceptualizes the algorithmic community folk theory as limited and unidimensional as
compared to white creator perceptions. Both examples suggest that transfeminine creators of
color have a different, more wary, and more skeptical approach to evaluating algorithmic traps.
This reflects an inherent awareness of the core basis of the traps concept: externally imposed
bounds on acceptable trans visibility often do not allow for trans visibility around race [28]. It is
reasonable to assume that operating with this more skeptical approach to evaluation would
have impacts on perceptions of platform spirit, where lines are drawn between acceptable and
11
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unacceptable risk when considering algorithmic doors to visibility, and perhaps even
perceptions of how actionable or demotivational a folk theory is.
Moreover, there are other key differences to consider around race and visibility. The identity
and behavioral expectations placed on trans people vary on cultural and racial lines, and in a US
context tend to be understood relative to “androcentric, heterocentric, middle-class
whitenormative cultural narratives” [12 p. 63]. This changes how trans people of color think
about visibility. For example, in comparison to white transfemmes, Black transfemmes must
contextualize their own visibility while contending with more concerns about the difference
between performance and exploitation, a public lack of awareness of Black trans history, and
very little concrete sense of a larger trans community [27]. This is in addition to the general
stress of being visibly transgender while significantly more marginalized and at risk for
harassment and physical harm than white peers12.
These race-based differences around identity create a heightened need for trans creators of
color to learn (and learn how to either resist or usefully embrace) dominant cultural narratives
of visibility [12]. At the same time, transfeminine creators of color play a particularly crucial
role when they pursue the types of goals covered in this study, as there are large, harmful
disparities in health information and access for transgender people of color [34]. In
combination, this suggests that the goal of better supporting transfeminine creators of color is
crucial for peer education among creators and, in turn, providing critical information to the
people these creators serve. As such, future work in this area which focuses squarely on race
and the adaptive experiences of Black, Indigenous, Latinx, and Asian transfeminine creators is
crucial.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, I have contributed a new understanding of how transfeminine content creators
navigate the algorithmic trap of visibility, five novel folk theories employed in this navigation,
and extensions of both folk theorization and the trap of visibility lens. Moreover, by working
within my own community as a complete-member-researcher, I have illustrated how one
community-minded subset of a marginalized group navigates significant algorithmic risk to
provide education, aid, and social support services centering around a shared identity. Learning
from this example, I have provided directions on how we as researchers and designers can
better support those who are willing to brave the trap of algorithmic visibility for the benefit of
their communities. However, is crucial to note that transfeminine people do not stand alone;
transfeminine liberation is inherently tied to the liberation of other marginalized people [38]. It
is my hope that this work represents a first step towards better supporting and building upon
existing folk theorization as a tool for anyone attempting to brave algorithmic traps in service of
their own marginalized community.
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Supplemental Materials for How Transfeminine TikTok
Creators Navigate the Algorithmic Trap of Visibility Via
Folk Theorization
Topical Qestion Clusters
Self-Presentation/Content
Overall goals in creating content
• Extent to which these goals are achieved/perceived to be achievable
• Changes in goals over time
• Practical conflicts with goals
Presentation style
• Importance
• extent to which practicable
• reception
Presentation fragmentation
• Social media ecosystem use
• Content separation
o By platform
o By tool use
o By other means (e.g. steganography)
Presentation Tactics
• Human-side tactics
o Reception
o Platform reaction
• Algorithm-side tactics
o Reception
o Platform Reaction
• Motivation for tactics
o Performance motivations (e.g., viewership)
o Protective motivations (e.g., identity protection)
• Change in tactics over time
Presentation problems
• Negative experiences
o Incident
o Blame
o Remedy
Identity and History
Identity positioning relative to larger social norms
• Cishet (heteronormative) identity norms
• Queer (homonormative) identity norms
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Comfort in presenting identity publicly
• Authenticity vs performance
• Outness
• Extent of identity emphasis
o Language
o Branding
Brief history
• Primarily history of being publicly out via social platforms
• Additional detail if relevant (e.g., if offline coming out experience had an impact on
subsequent online behavior)
Presentation of transfeminine experience specifically
• Goals
• Tactics
• Safety
• Responses
• History / change over time
• Probe on specific incidents, both positive and negative
Drawing Exercise
Make an image that represents how you think TikTok distributes your content. This can include
any details or processes you think are relevant. You can think of this as a map, a sketch, a
diagram - whatever format helps you show us what you think is going on behind the scenes on
TikTok once you post. Use whatever visual representations make sense to you. Use drawings,
colors, symbols, words, boxes and lines, clipart, stick figures – whatever you need to reflect how
you think this works. There’s no wrong way to express yourself here - this is about you telling
us what you think is going on, not about art quality or “getting it right.” We will step through
your image together next, so you will be able to explain further.
Folk Theorization
Step-by-step walkthrough of image (informs all subsequent questions)
• Probe on each named factor and entity
• Ask to substantiate causal linkages
• Belief in accuracy
Sources
• Endogenous
• Exogenous
• Social sharing of folk information
o Own discussion habits
• Regular practices / information routine
History
• Change over time
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Probe on key incidents motivating change

Behavior
• Implementation of folk theories in the context of earlier question clusters
• Refusals to adapt
• Inability / difficulty adapting
• Anxiety around adaptation
Impacts of Adaptation
• New practical concerns
o Harassment
o Unwanted visibility
• Self-questioning
• Modification of natural behavior
• Algorithmic pressure to present a certain way
o Assumed audience expectations
o Assumed platform expectations
• Impacts on own feelings
o Stress
o Time commitment
o Sense of stability
Attitudes / Platform Spirit
Attitude towards platform overall
• As user generally
• As creator specifically
• As transfeminine specifically
Expectations / spirit
• Prior history with platform
• What the platform promised
• What the platform is for
• What’s the value of the platform?
• Impact on willingness to adapt
Support from platform
• Monetization programs
• Safety
o Harassment
• Continued education
o Update/notification adequacy
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